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About This Software

NOTE: While this app has all the features mentioned here, it is still in active development: adding new features, game profiles and
fixing problems. So don't hesitate to ask in the community forums if you have any problem or feature request.

Move naturally in VR in any game that supports trackpad/stick locomotion. Walk in place to move your body in the virtual
world! Currently supporting the following methods:

NaLo's 1:1 arm swinger

Walk in place with Vive trackers or extra controllers on the feet (in beta branch)

Walk in place with PS Move and other devices on the feet (in beta branch, experimental)

More methods will be added very soon!

Natural Locomotion is an application that emulates the controller trackpad (to use in any game), to walk and run more naturally
moving your arms or your feet. It includes a driver for SteamVR for this purpose.

Other "arm swinger" implementations are very "jumpy", very slow to respond, or are a complement on button actions. Natural
Locomotion uses a novel system designed to walk and run continuously, and with very precise and intuitive control of speed and
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acceleration. You can start, stop or change speed very quickly without "move" or "brake" buttons, it just depends on the speed
you move your arms.

It comes with presets for several popular games and apps. Just select one, check the game is configured as shown, and play. The
profile manager allows you to make profiles for games not already included.

The demo version doesn't have any driver and it's just a photogrammetry scene to walk around, and a friendly robot that fools
around, moving with this same locomotion system.

Software requirements:

Desktop view from VR. UI is shown with big buttons and big text.

A recent version of SteamVR (i.e. any except the temporary branch).

SteamVR games or apps that has full directed "smooth locomotion" with trackpad or joystick (i.e. one can choose both
direction and speed with the thumb).

Supported hardware: HTC Vive (and Pro), Oculus Rift, Windows Mixed Reality headsets. It's very likely it works with
other hardware with workarounds (ask in the forum). However it does not work with NoLo controllers or 3dRudder.

Natural Locomotion doesn't provide comfort options by itself (FoV reduction, etc), that's dependent on each game. If you need
it, make sure the games you want to play have the feature and is enabled. From our tests and from all comments after release,

the 1:1 movement of Natural Locomotion avoids motion sickness, although we need a much bigger sample size to claim that for
sure.

IMPORTANT for Oculus Rift users: The activation button for most Rift profiles is thumb rest (the little touchpad-like thing).

List of supported games so far:

A-Tech Cybernetic

Alien: Isolation (MotherVR mod)

Apex Construct

Arizona Sunshine

Blade & Sorcery

Chiaro and the Elixir of Life

Climbey

COMPOUND

Contagion VR: Outbreak

Contractors

Crooked Waters
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Dead Effect 2 VR

Dreadhalls

The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim VR

Fallout 4 VR

The Forest

Frankenstein: Beyond the Time

The Gallery: Heart of the Emberstone

GORN

Heart of the Emberstone: Colliseum

Hot Dogs, Horseshoes & Hand Grenades

In Death

Island 359

Karnage Chronicles

Minecraft (with Vivecraft)

OrbusVR

Pavlov VR

PAYDAY 2 VR

Primordian

Protonwar

Rec Room

Serious Sam 3 VR: BFE

Serious Sam VR: The First Encounter

Serious Sam VR: The Second Encounter

The Talos Principle VR

Vanishing Realms

Vengeful Rites

Vengeful Rites Demo

VR Dungeon Knight
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VRChat

WAR DUST

Witching Tower

The Wizards

Kartong (Vive, Rift only for now)

Onward (Vive, Rift only for now)

Robinson: The Journey (Vive, WMR only for now)

Serious Sam VR: The Last Hope (Vive, WMR only for now)

STAND OUT (Rift only for now)

This list will be growing a lot during the following weeks. You can also try to make your own profiles.

Some profiles are available in some headsets only (or not at all) due to technical limitations that will be fixed soon.
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Title: Natural Locomotion
Genre: Simulation, Utilities
Developer:
Myou
Publisher:
Myou
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Memory: 4096 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 1060 6GB or similar (demo only)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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Update* See edits below, I still have a few issues but the developer was very responsive and helped me change my mind about
recommending this.

Setup in theory should be easy, but to get Natural Locomotion (or NL as i'll be referring to it for now on) functioning properly I
have to do several steps in very specific way. This may be because I use a TPCAST with my HTC Vive, so just take this with a
grain of salt. Here Goes:

1. After TPCAST connects, manually enter Steam VR
2. Once In Steam VR try to connect controllers
3. Wait for error message and manually right click on Steam VR to re-sync controllers
4. Once you can confirm tracking then open NL select profile and launch the game.

This process takes about 3 minutes on average everytime I want to use it, and here's the real kicker:

It's not fun or intuitive to use at all.

The demo area when you launch NL in Steam VR does a decent job explaining how to use the new locomotion scheme fairly
well and I have no issues using it there.

The problem is when I booted up Skyrim VR, you have to use a button prompt of some kind (that you can re-map) to activate
NL. The problem with that is all of your macros are already taken up so I was permanently stuck in sneak mode and everytime I
wanted to move around I would either use my shouts/equpped powers (defualt activation method is the grips) instead of moving
around. I even tried using the Voices of Skyrim to integrate the mod so I wouldn't have to use a button mapping but it's way to
flaky to be considered reliable.

Until a hotfix comes out, I think you guys should skip this.

***Edit*** Developer is VERY responsive and is going out of his way to test some .ini files to fix the crouching issue. I retract
my arm activation comment and await when I'm not working to fully test this.

****Edit**** So after about 10 hours of use and a custom .ini file I can definitely recommend this once you get a control
scheme that you feel comfortable with.

I did notice some glitches in Skyrim VR that I think are worth pointing out:

1. The option to lightly press the touchpad to move forward is no longer available and instead I have to click it and combine with
the locomotion to run which can be awkward to use.
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2. There is a lockpick glitch where 80% of the time the pick animation is stuck on either the left or right hand side prventing me
from solving even novice locks. I can't figure out for the life of me what triggers it; just that it triggers so much to the point that
I disable the NL everytime I do pick a lock to avoid a headache.. It's weird it's minimalist it's indie and it's free so I love it. I like
breach! Don't spend money if you don't want to. With free Daily challenges and a new server to beat each day you will get
plenty packs with cool gear.. This seems to be a very poorly done port of a Oculus game to the Vive.

Pros: Very pretty scenery

Cons: No motion controller support. Gamepad support seems iffy (mine didn't work right, and the keyboard
  didn't work while it was plugged in either.) Keyboard controls are very laggy. Aiming to pick up the "stones"
  is via head-tracking only.
  Sound is awful. Forest background noises are fine, but the noise of the obelisks is grating, and when you are
  at the beach, you could swear there are seagulls on your shoulders, screeching in your ears.
  Steam\/Vive support is bad. I could only launch the game by exiting SteamVR and having the game start it. Once
  the game was running, there seems to be no menu, I had to take off the headset and close SteamVR to make
  the game exit.
  Motion is pretty much on rails. You can follow the path, and maybe a few feet to either side. Then you hit an
  invisible wall. There are other walls in places that make no sense. I could climb one stairway to a platform, but
  another one was blocked, for no visible reason. I can jump down off platforms in some places, but not others,
  again for no apparent reason.

Overall, seems like a very poorly done port of an Oculus game to the Vive. I can't recommend it.
. They always know where u are! but good game. shurys ears dont work
. The first in a long series of match 3 games. It's not particularly long, and some of the later levels can get a bit frustrating with
so little space to work with, you have to rely on luck as much as planning. Also not being able to make a move while the
previous move animation is still going makes the game feel a little clunky, especially when in a rush. In later entries in this series
that issue is fixed.
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From developer Novel Tea Games, and publisher Lost Fables, comes Runeous: Part One. Released in 2016, this is a casual indie
simulation game with a few small achievements.

Runeous is a two part story and within part one, we are introduced to the main plot line and the main characters of the story.
Taking roughly 20 minutes of game play, Runeous: Part One follows the story of a small group of heroes in a world that has
been ruined by the wars of history.

Rune stones possess magical qualities in the world of Ceir’a, and they fuel the world; however, their secrets have long been lost.
Humans research them to try and rediscover what they hold. However, Ceir’a is under a new threat, an evil empire beginning to
rise, and Leif must work with a Jacawi - Eme, to thwart the rising. However, not all is as it should be when the fabric of nature
itself begins to fall apart.

When I first entered Runeous: Part One, I wasn’t expecting much at all. Maybe a small, short graphic novel, and based on the art
work, that was exactly what I was getting. I had no idea what this game was about before I first opened it, so finding out it was a
fantasy game was rather a pleasant surprise.

The first thing that caught me eye was the art work. I didn’t think the art work was as good as it could have been,; the character
designed has worked hard, and that’s easy to see but in my own personal opinion, it just didn’t seem right.

The story line itself was really interesting and I found myself really pulled in. The ending was absolutely spectacular and I
cannot wait for the second part of this. I’m really disappointed I couldn’t find it on the Steam Store already.

There are some little things about this game, however, that were rather annoying. For instance, taking so long to go through each
speech; as the narrators told us the story, there was a long lapse between each line of speech and that could have been sped up a
little bit – it was extremely annoying. Spamming space, clicking frantically, etc, would not speed it up. You cannot skip the
spaces between dialogue which is something that made me frown quite a bit. The longer it takes to continue the story, the
quicker and easier it is for someone to lose interest – as someone with attention disorders, I’m really lucky I managed to keep
myself entertained with the story.

At the end of the day, this is a solid 3 out of 5 stars, a few different things could be changed, but Runeous is a good game that
holds its own. It does well, and the cliffhanger is absolutely wonderful. I had goosebumps on my skin and anxiety in my
stomach, and other than a few technical things, there is literally nothing I can fault about this game.

A definite recommendation from me.. I'd recommend a bit of an overhaul on the controls, but nontheless it isn't a bad game..
This game is just plain fun. If you enjoy platforming or collect-a-thons this is a must buy. I hope this is only the first game we
see from shysaursoft. If you happen to read this review, thank you so much for making this! Also a big thank you to Pete
Gresser for a beautiful soundtrack. A steal for 3 bucks. :D. fun little game show game about finding hidden things in scenes
before your opponents. Some of the items are very hidden and you miss them easy, this game is fun I recommend.. I hope you
like grinding from the beginning because stock piling on hp and mp items is the only way to stay alive shortly after starting.. I
wasn't sure about Breach, but to my surprise it turned out to be an incredibly fun and challenging arcade game which is also
free!
The following review contains some tips to beat Breach without any problems.

Pros:
1) Fun puzzles with Deus-Ex vibe
2) No microtransactions necessary, I've completed all levels without needing them! Besides, the microtransactions can hardly
help you as most of them seem to be purely cosmetic, and all the weapons or ammo you may need (actually, more than you'll
need) can be obtained with in-game credits or as rewards.
3) Good non-linear quests (darknet files), which require thinking and true decision making (Imagine Deus Ex where every
choice you make is non-replayable and linked to your account forever. Hardcore!)
4) Hardcore gameplay (you'll have to plan your actions carefully and fail multiple times until win).

Cons:
1) Absolutely terrible optimization. The graphics is very simple and minimalistic, but the game hardly can show 30-35 fps on
GTX 750 TI 2 GB!
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2) Many levels are created via templates and therefore feel repeatable sometimes (though they still have significant changes).
3) Having some augmentations are 100% necessary to complete the game. I don't see any way to beat the bosses without Focus
aug and to complete many of the stealth levels without Cloaking aug.
4) After some time you can't have all you augs at the same time (memory pool "feature").
5) Hardcore gameplay and high demand to the player's patience and strategy thinking may scare the weak and make them
whining about "necessary microtransactions" with no real reasons. :)

Key to success in this game is simple - take your time exploring the levels before using expendables like "cheats" and ammo.
You WILL fail the first time almost always, and in many cases you'll need multiple attempts to complete a level. Be patient,
conserve ammo and cheats items unless you're sure that they can provide necessary boost to complete a level. It's useful to fill all
your empty inventory with different guns, because default ammo in them is always replenished for free, so having multiple guns
can help you to have enough firepower without spending money on ammo. Upgrade B-grade guns over C-grade (B-grade have
more starting damage), buy ammo for AP-ammo guns only to beat the bosses or hard elimination levels. Use Stun rifle + manual
takedown to easily destroy the heavy units. Be sure to have Focus aug for the bosses and Cloaking for the stealth levels.. nenhum
dos 3 servidores você consegue achar pessoas para jogar. Tem um estilo bem maneiro, poder voar e tals, tema futurista, mas nao
lembro nem como achei este game no youtube ainda, nao tem marketing para o povo saber que o jogo existe.

The Giants wake up!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Bugfix update:
Patch notes:

- Fixed bug that prevented some achievements from being unlocked
- Small level design bug fix
- Fixed bug in "Backup Needed" mission
- Added an option to turn off screenshake
- Miscellaneous bugfixes. Early Access Week 3:
Greetings friends and thank you for supporting Super Chains!

Development is going great and I'm happy to announce that this week we have produced two new puzzles!

First off we have Time dilation which was a classic stage from the original Chains...
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…and there is the new Doubles! stage which pays homage to the legendary puzzle game Threes!

Thank you so much for all the support and hope to see you in the community hub!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/968300?snr=2_9_100006__apphubheader

Shout-outs and thanks to Ray for helping us translate Super Chains to Ukrainian!!!
If you would like to help us translate the game in another language, please visit the following page:
https://2dengine.com/translate/?r=1669
Just make sure to log-in using your Steam account so we can put your name in the credits. Thanks!. It’s a high time to patch
your vessels!:
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Pirates, we are happy to let you know that today Tempest got its new patch on Steam. Our crew is working hard to browse all
the feedback you've been giving us to fix the most notorious bugs in the first place.

With this in mind the following issues have been fixed:

 Ships sailing continuously to the last chosen point after switching to map

 Emperor daughter does no gun damage during the land combat

 While minimizing/switching to other apps/blocking the system music continues to play

 After system has been blocked the fog of war hides the whole map

 Waves graphical artefacts

 No ability to connect to a private multiplayer game by using its name

 Bugs while using gamepads

 Localisation bugs

We are very thankful for your support as together we will be able to make Tempest even better!

. Beta Branch Patch 0.16.7 now live on main branch!:
Hey everybody,

The patch 0.16.7 has been performing well on the beta branch, so we've decided to set it live on the main branch. We'll be
monitoring it closely, but so far we're confident that it'll do well.

Here are the full patchnotes for 0.16.7:
https://steamcommunity.com/games/445220/announcements/detail/1655511409920195454
Have fun!
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